www.uppymama.com
chopshop@uppymama.com

PLEASE SHIP YOUR WRAP TO:

ABOUT WRAP CONVERSIONS

SELECT YOUR CONVERSION

UPPYMAMA
50 RALSTON CRESCENT
RED DEER AB T4P 3Y4
CANADA

The label on the ‘new’ ring sling or short wrap will
be placed on the original hem unless otherwise
requested.

OPTION A : 2 SHORT WRAPS
Wrap must be at least 5.4m long to be converted to
two 2.5m wraps.
$40 CAD + taxes & shipping

PREPARE YOUR WRAP
✔✔ Please make sure your wrap is freshly
washed in hot water and dried on high
before shipping it to Uppymama.
✔✔ Submit this completed form to Uppymama by
email.
✔✔ Print this completed form and send it to
Uppymama with your wrap.
✔✔ Package your wrap securely in waterproof
packaging.
✔✔ Make sure that you have adequate insurance
(the value of your wrap) on your shipment.
UPPYMAMA WILL RETURN YOUR CONVERTED
WRAP TO THE ADDRESS BELOW:
_________________________________________
Full Name

_________________________________________
Email Address

_________________________________________
Address

_________________________________________
_________________________________________
City			Province

_________________________________________
ZIP/Postal Code		

Country

_________________________________________
Telephone

Your wrap must be freshly washed and dried in
order to accurately measure and cut, so please do
not use your clean wrap again before shipping it.
The conversion cut length for a ring sling is 2.2
meters, which is 2 meters post conversion. If you
would prefer your ring sling to be a different length,
please indicate that in the space provided. All ring
slings will have the Uppymama floating shoulder.
Pinstripe and blessing thread middle markers
cannot be moved. We can move folded thread
middle markers on short wraps.

_____________________ _____________________
Finished Short Wrap ‘A’ Length

OPTION B: 1 RING SLING & 1 SHORT WRAP
Wrap must be at least 5.2m long to get a ring sling
and a 3m short wrap.
$70 CAD + taxes & shipping
_____________________ _____________________
Ring Sling Top Rail Colour
(choose which colour rail)

ABOUT YOUR WRAP:
_________________________________________
Serial Number (from your Uppymama label)

_________________________________________
Wrap Length (from your Uppymama label if available)

SPECIAL REQUESTS:
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________

I wear my Ring Sling on my
(left or right shoulder)

_____________________ _____________________
Finished Ring Sling Length

Please note: a minimum of 2.5cm of length will
be taken up in the hem of the new wraps or
slings.

Finished Short Wrap ‘B’ Length

Finished Shorty Length

OPTION C : WRAP(S) TO RING SLING(S)
A 4.4m wrap is the minimum length required for
2 ringslings. The slings will be a tiny bit shorter
to allow for hemming. A 4.6m wrap will allow for
longer slings. Wraps between 2.2m and 4.3m will
convert to a single ring sling only.
$50 CAD per sling + taxes & shipping
_____________________ _____________________
Ring Sling ‘A’ Top Rail Colour
(choose which colour rail)

Ring Sling ‘B’ Top Rail Colour
(choose which colour rail)

_____________________ _____________________
I wear my ring sling on my
(left or right shoulder)

I wear my ring sling on my
(left or right shoulder)

_____________________ _____________________
Finished RS ‘A’ Length

Print This Form

Finished RS ‘B’ Length

Submit By Email

